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Box 1
Correspondence
   AA-Ald
   Ale-American M
   American O-Appleg
   Applet-Az
   Ba
   Be-Bi

Box 2
Correspondence
   Bl-Bo
   Bra
   Bre-Bros
   Broo-By
   Cad-Carp
   Cars-Cay

Box 3
Correspondence
   Ce-Ch
   Ci-Coll
   Colo-Colt
   Colu-Cox
   Cr-Cy
   Da

Box 4
Correspondence
   Dark, 1945-1979 (3 folders)
   Davis
   De
   Di

Box 5
Correspondence
   Do-Du
   Ea-Em
   En-Ez
   Euler, 1953-1979 (2 folders)
   Fa- Fir
Box 6
Correspondence
  Fis-Ford
  Fore-Fu
  Ga-God
  Goe-Graj
  Grat-Griffin
  Griffit-Gu

Box 7
Correspondence
  Haa-Han
  Har
  Hat-Hay
  He
  Hi
  Ho

Box 8
Correspondence
  Hs-hu
  I
  J
  Ka
  Ke
  Kelley, J. Charles

Box 9
Correspondence
  Ki
  Kl-Ky
  Kluckhohn
  La
  Le
  Li

Box 10
Correspondence
  Li-Ly
  Mc
  M-Mari
  Mark-Mart
  Mas-May
  Me-Mi
  Mo-My
Box 11
Correspondence
Na
Nea-New
Newe-Ny
O
P-Pea
Peckham, Barbara, A.
Pec-Pi

Box 12
Correspondence
Pl-Q
Ra-Rc
Re
Ri-Rob
Roc-Ru
Sa

Box 13
Correspondence
Sca-Scho
Schu-Sen
Setzler, 1939-1968 (3 folders)

Box 14
Correspondence
Sey-Smith
Smiths-South
Southe-Spiel
Spier-Stee
Stei-Sy
Ta-Thoma

Box 15
Correspondence
Thomp-To
Tr-Tw
Taylor, 1935-1977 (3 folders) RESTRICTED UNTIL 2034
Box 16
Correspondence
Taylor, 1978-1980 RESTRICTED UNTIL 2034
Teagle, 1937-1968 (2 folders)
U
Va-Vie
Vik-Vo
Wa

Box 17
Correspondence
We
Wh-Will
Wilm-Wy
Wood, H.C.
X-Y-Z
Unidentified

Box 18
Personal
Alamosa County, Colorado Land
Camino Corrales House
Camino House
Children
Los Cuates
Duck Marsh
Library Sale Correspondence
Lyda A. Taylor - Letters
Mallard Hole Club
Nancy T. Taylor – Divorce RESTRICTED UNTIL 2034
Players, Inc.

Box 19
Personal
Pony League
Quien Sabe Club
Sanderson River Trips - 1973
Services for House
Santa Fe - Trees, Landmarks
Santa Fe - Zoning
Shawnee Hills Farm, Illinois
Taxes - State, City
Theater (2 folders)
Theater- Radio
Tuition Plan
Box 20
Grants and Funds
F. Account
Fulbright
Fulbright Fellowship
Grant Applications - Denied
Northern Mexico Archaeological Fund - Fellowship, 1940-50, Smithsonian
NSF Application - Grant 1971
SAF Fund
Southwest Archaeological Fund
Wenner-Gren - Applications, Grants

Box 21
Seminars, Symposiums, Conferences, Meetings
AAA, 1953 - Paper
AAA Symposium, 1959
AAA Symposium, 1971 - Papers
AAAS, 1955
American Friends Service Committee (2 folders)
Archaeological, Ethnological Theory
ICA, Spain, 1964
Inauguration of the National Museum of Anthropology, Mexico, 1964
   (Eusebio Davalos Huertada)
International Congress of Americanists, 1972
Paper - Society for American Archaeology, 1973

Box 22
Seminars, Symposiums, Conferences, Meetings
Pecos Conferences
SAA, Mexico, 1970 (2 folders)
SAA Seminar (2 folders)
Southwest Anthropological Research Group
WWT Symposium, 1974

Box 23
Projects
Anthropologists’ Biographies
Beaker Project - Fiscal, Logistics (2 folders)
Beaker Project - Proposal, Report
Beaker Project - Research (2 folders)
Black Mesa Project
Boy Scout Dig, 1954
Box 24
Projects
Casas Grandes Expedition (Charles Di Peso)
Centro de Investigaciones Antropologicas
Coahuila Projects, 1967-68
Diablo Dam Project
Draft Constitution of Committees
Foundation for Anthropological Research in Latin America
Grand Canyon Data - Brochures, Clippings, etc.
Grand Canyon Trips/Work
Illinois Archaeological Survey (2 folders)
Laboratory of American Culture

Box 25
Projects
Mesoamerican Cooperative Research
Monument Valley Work, 1952
NSF Proposal - Cultural Ecology
Project Proposals
Pueblo Ecology Study, Grand Canyon Survey
Salvage Archaeology
Southwest Educational Films
Southwestern Monument Association
Taylor Research, SIU, 1958-62
UNESCO Dictionary Project

Box 26
Writings, Lectures
AAA Visiting Lectures
Culture/Analysis of Difference
Europe - 1963 Lectures
Hargrave volume
Indians of the Southwest - Book
Kluckhohn Volume - Correspondence, etc. (2 folders)

Box 27
Writings, Lectures
Lectures - Fort Lewis College, Dec. 1973
Leone Volume
McGregor Paper/Pericot Paper
Middle American Handbook MS
Nomads - University of Southampton- Paper
Paper Orders
Reprints
Review - Ceramica Incisa, 1973
Review - Introduction to Archaeology, 1973 [by Forde-Johnston]
Box 27 (continued)
Writings, Lectures
   A Study of Archaeology - Rejoinders
   A Study of Archaeology - Reprints (2 folders)

Box 28
Writings, Lectures
   A Study of Archaeology - Reprints
   Taylor MSS (2 folders)

Box 29
Students, Classes
   Braniff de Torres, Beatriz
   Class Record Book
   Clay, R. Berle
   Dennis, Deborah
   Denny, Sid
   Folan, William J.
   Hill, Matt H.
   Moore, Bruce (2 folders)

Box 30
Students, Classes
   Reyman, Jonathan E. (2 folders)
   Schoenwetter, James
   Unsuccessful Students, 1961-1962 (2 folders)
   World Campus Afloat

Box 31
Miscellaneous
   American Anthropological Association
   Atom Data
   Discrimination and Racism
   Philip Dark - Curriculum Vitae, Reprints (2 folders)
   Pothunting
   Sigma Xi

Box 32
Teaching Files - Proseminar Papers
   Counts/Curcio/Daly/Harris/Hill/Holien/Hughey
   Economies Investigated Archaeologically/Seriation/The Southern Cult
   Iseminger/Kenaston/McGee/Morgan/Morrell/Mountjoy/Pailes
   Quint/Spencer/Srivastava
   Thompson/Vaughan/Ward
Box 33
Teaching Files - Classes
- Anth 303 - Old World Prehistory
- Anth 311 - Mexico City College, 1956 - American Indian
- Anth 352 - Old World Prehistory, 1960
- Anth 400 - Man and Culture
- Anth 400 - Man and Culture - Master Copy, Notes
- Anth 400 - Questionnaires
- Anth 403 - General Archaeology
- Anth 408 - Hist. of Anth. Thought, 1966
- Anth 410 - Ext., DuQuoin, 1960
- Anth 422 - Readings, 1958
- Anth 483 - Edwardsville, 1971

Box 34
Teaching Files - Classes
- Anth 503 - Arch. Proseminar, 1963-65
- Anth 503 - 1967, J. Muller, Arch. Proseminar
- Anth 510 - Sem., Northwestern Archaeology, 1971
- Anth 510 - Southwestern Archaeology
- Anth 512 - Sem., Old World Archaeology
- Anth 531 - Sem., Southwestern Archaeology, 1961
- Anth 567 - Seminar in Archaeological Theory and Method, and Anth 581, Southwestern Seminar
- Anth 580 - Sem., Northern Mexico
- Anth 582 - Arch. Theory, 1974
- Escuela Nacional de Antropologia e Historia - Sem., America Arida

Box 35
Teaching Files - Classes
- GSB 104 (2 folders)
- GSB 201 (Culture, Behavior, and Society) and GSB 102 (Man and His World)
- GSB 201 - Questionnaires
- The Hopi (Yale, 1935-36), Southwestern ethnography, Southwestern Archaeology (Flagstaff, 1938; Texas, 1942)
- Introductory Anthropology (Flagstaff, 1937; Marlag and Milag Nord, 1945)
- /European Prehistory (Flagstaff, 1938)/American Indian (Flagstaff, 1938)
- Intro. Anth - U. Wash./Mex. City College
Box 36
Teaching Files - Classes
  Maya Archaeology - Merida, 1956
  Mexico City College
  Mexico City College Curriculum Proposal, 1957
  Old World Archaeology, University of Washington, 1949
  Reading Lists I
  Reading Lists II (2 folders)
  Sci 115, Mexico City College, 1957 - Geology
  SIU- Proseminars, Syllabi
  Soc 361, college of Santa Fe (St. Michael’s)

Box 37
Teaching Files - Classes
  South America - Ethnographic Notes, Lyda Averill Taylor
  Transcript - Anth 400 - College of Santa Fe, 1965 (2 folders)

Box 38
Teaching Files - Cards
  Beginning Bibliography for Course on New Archaeology

Box 39
Teaching Files - Cards
  Bibliography of Archaeological Theory

Box 40
Teaching Files - Cards
  Archaeological Methods Course - Logistics

Box 41
Teaching Files - Cards
  Neolithic, Eneolithic, Beakers (Europe, Near East, North Africa) - Bibliography and Sites

Box 42
Teaching Files - Cards
  Southwest Archaeology

Box 43
Teaching Files - Cards
  Southwest Archaeology

Box 44
Teaching Files - Cards
  Southwest Archaeology
Box 45
Teaching Files - Cards
Southwest Archaeology

Box 46
Teaching Files - Cards
European Neolithic and Mesolithic- Bibliography and Sites, by R. B. Clay

Box 47
Teaching Files - Cards
Miscellaneous Note Cards

Box 48
Taylor’s Student Files
Africa (2 folders)
American Archaeology, Phillip’s Notes
Anthropology 1b
Anth 4a and 4g - European Prehistory - Hooton
Anth 5a - North America
Anth 8 - Andean Archaeology - Kidder, 1939-40
Anth 14a - Africa, Coon and Ward, 1937, 1940
Anth 23
Anth 23 - Infra-Human Primates
Anthropology, Kennedy

Box 49
Taylor’s Student Files
Archaeological Bibliography
Archaeology of Mexico
Arts and Industries
Asia - Beardsley
Athapascan Ethnography
The Atlatl
Basin
Big Bend Archaeology
Brand Course, American Archeo., 1937
California Ethnography
Camp Commissary Data
Central America
Chaco Field Session, 1939
Connecticut Archaeological Society Newsletter
Course, Papers - Vertebrate Paleontology
Box 50
Taylor’s Student Files
Critique - The Coefficient of Racial Likeness
Culture of the No. Am. Indian - Navaho - Kluckhohn
Dendrochronology
Dynamics of Culture - Linton
Economic Geology, Barnard
Education
Engineering and Surveying
English Glacial Geology
Eskimo
Eskimo Archaeology
Ethnology - Murdock
European Archaeology, 1947-48
European Prehistory
Field Archaeology

Box 51
Taylor’s Student Files
Fossil Man
General Anth - New Mexico
General Anth - Reichard
General Geology
Geography of the Pleistocene
Geology
Geology - The Changing World of the Ice Age, Daly
Geology - Laboratory
Geology of the United States
Geomorphology
Georgia Archaeology
Glacial Geology

Box 52
Taylor’s Student Files
Hunting Ceremonialism
Intro. To Natural Sciences
Invertebrate Paleontology
Kosati Field Notes
Laboratory of Anthropology
Language
Library Classification
Material Culture
Maya Archaeology - Tozzer
Mexico and Maya
Mineralogy - Blowpipe Analysis
Mississippi Valley and Eastern Archaeology
Box 52 (continued)
Taylor’s Student Files
- Music
- Near East - Eastern Mediterranean

Box 53
Taylor’s Student Files
- North America - Reichard
- Northwest Coast
- Oceania
- Oceania - Coon
- Old World Ethnography - Reichard
- Organic Evolution
- Outline of the History of Chemistry
- Paper - Excavations at Snaketown II - a Criticism
- Paper – Maya - Ceremonial Bar
- Paper - Maya Figurines
- Paper - Pottery of Tell Halaf
- Paper - Quantitative Analysis in Connecticut Archaeology
- Philippine Neolithic Typology - MS
- Photography

Box 54
Taylor’s Student Files
- Physical Anthropology
- Physical Anthropology of the American Indian - Kluckhohn
- Physical Anthropology - Hooton (2 folders)
- Plains
- Plateau
- Pottery
- Prehistory of Asia - Beardsley
- Primitive Religion
- Psychology of Culture - Sapir
- Publication Data
- Race Classification and Mixture

Box 55
Taylor’s Student Files
- Races of Europe - Coon
- Religion and Mythology
- Social Organization - Spier
- South America
- South and Central America
- Southeast
- Southeast - Thesis, Lyda A. Taylor, Yale, 1937
- Southwest
Box 55 (continued)
Taylor’s Student Files
A study of Archaeology - Notes and Criticism
Theory

Box 56
Taylor’s Student Files
Theory and Biography
Theory and Method
Vertebrate Paleontology
West Indies

Box 57
Diaries and Notebooks
1925 - Marjorie W. Taylor trip to Europe
1925 - Boys Camp - La Jeunesse
1926 - Adirondacks/Boys Camp, La Jeunesse
1928 - Diary
1929 - Diary
1928-29 - Hotchkiss Handbook with Calendar
1929-30 - Hotchkiss Handbook with Calendar
1930-31 - Hotchkiss Handbook with Calendar
1931 – Diary - Hotchkiss School, Senior Year
1933-34 - Trumbull College, Yale, Third Year
1936 - Engineering Field Book, Georgia, Eng. Joe Tamplin, Instructor
1940-41 - Coahuila Expedition, Diary
1946-47 - Accounts- Fiasco 1946/Survey 1947
1949-54 - Southwest Archaeological Fund – Diary - 4 Corners (1949-52),
        Grand Canyon (1953), Flagstaff (1953-54)

Box 58
Diaries and Notebooks
1951 - Diary - Pueblo Ecology Survey, William Y. Adams,
1951-53 - Pueblo Ecology Survey, Permanent Site Record, Walter W. Taylor and
        William Y. Adams, Window Rock, Arizona
1956 - Sonora Trip
1956 - Photo Record - Tetevejo Excavation, Sonora
1963-64 - Europe, Oct-Dec 63/Aug-Sep 64
1964 - Diary – NSF - Southern Illinois, Zacatecas Expedition, North Central
        Frontier of Mesoamerica, June- October
1965 - Grand Canyon Trip, June
Box 59
Diaries and Notebooks
1965 - Europe, July-August
1967 - Spain/France, NSF Grant, Beaker Project I
1967 - Spain, 2 trips (Jan/Aug-Sep), Cash Book Acct’s
1968 - Daily Reminder
1969 - Diary
1970 - Diary
1971 - Diary
1972 - Diary
1973 - Diary
1973 - Grand Canyon
1974 - Diary
1974 - Europe

Box 60
Diaries and Notebooks
1975 - Diary
1975 - Mexico
1975-76 - Mexico
1976-77 - Diary (Oct 1976-April 1977)

Box 61
Diaries and Notebooks
    Mexico/Tucson (Nov-Dec 1981)
1982 - Diary
1983 - Diary

Box 62
Book Orders
Academic Library Service - Philip Onstott
Blackwell’s, 1963-70 (2 folders)
Book Buying Correspondence, 1948-60, A-M
Book Buying Correspondence, 1948-60, N-Y
Correspondence, 1962-74, A-L

Box 63
Book Orders
Correspondence, 1962-74, M-Y
Correspondence, Foreign
Dr. Rudolf Habelt
Miscellaneous
Box 64
North Central Frontier of Mesoamerica
Accounts - Zacatecas, 1964
Application to the NSF for Research Support
Equipment
Maps, Charts
Official Papers
Project, Grant, Fiscal
Reports, Notes, Site Plans, Artifact Information, Lab Results

Box 65
National Science Foundation Proposals Reviewed
Aboriginal Occupation and Land Utilization in Northeastern Colorado
Aleut - Konyag Prehistory
Aleut - Konyag Prehistory and Ecology
An Analysis of Decorative Systems
An Approach to the Analysis of Post-Pleistocene Environments in the Southeast
    Based upon Study of Vertebrate Remains from 3 contrasting Groups of Archaeological Sites in Florida
Archaeoastronomy in the Anasazi Area
Archaeological Explorations in Eastern Idaho, 1960
Archaeological Explorations in Eastern Idaho, 1962
Archaeological Field Manual
Archaeological Research in Northwest Mexico
Archaeological Restudy of Snaketown
An Archaeological Survey of Grand Canyon
Biography of Frederic Ward Putnam
Biological Studies in the Amistad Reservoir Area of Western Texas and Northern Coahuila
A Coordinated Archaeological Investigation of the American Bottoms
A Correlation of Prehistoric Cultural Complexes and Post Pleistocene Ecologies in the Upper Great Lakes
Cultural Complexes in the Upper Great Lakes
Cultural Consequences of Migration
Cultural Patterns of Dummerston General Store
Cultural and Temporal Correlations in West Mexican Archaeology
Dendrochronology of Southwestern U.S.

Box 66
National Science Foundation Proposals Reviewed
The Early Hohokam of the Salt River Drainage, Arizona
Effects of Environmental Changes on the Prehistoric Population of the Chama Valley, New Mexico
Evolution of Social Organization in Hay Hollow Valley, Arizona
The Evolution of the Uses of Plants by Man in the Central Andes
The Hohokam of the Salt and Gila Rivers, Arizona
Box 66 (continued)
National Science Foundation Proposals Reviewed
Human Relations Area Files, Archaeology Files
Investigations on the Origins of the Anasazi Culture
Laboratory Analyses of the Casas Grandes Material Culture
Mammal Remains from Archaeological Sites, Part I. Southeastern and
Southwestern U.S.
Northeastern Mexico Archaeological Project, 1963
Northeastern Mexico Archaeological Project, 1964
Physical and Chemical Analysis of Soils as an Instrument of Archaeological
Research
Prehistoric Human Ecology in the Quebrada Marcara, Peru
Rating Proposals
The Roots of Civilization in the Valley of Mexico
Statistical Analysis of Prehistoric Fabrics
Studies of the North -Central Frontier of Mesoamerica
Studies of Plant Material Collected by Anthropologists
A Study of Culture Change through the Systematic Appraisal of Southwest
Indian Craft Arts

Box 67
Papers and Other Writings
Archaeological Club, Los Alamos, 5/21/54 - Notes
Archaic Cultures Adjacent to the Northeastern Frontiers of Mesoamerica
Ceramica Incisa en Mallorca - Review
A Conceptual Scheme for the Analysis of Difference
English GlacialGeology - Deptal Thesis, Yale 1935
The Hunter-Gatherer Nomads of Northern Mexico: A Comparison of the Archival
and Archaeological Records
The Individual and Culture in a Shrinking World
An Interpretation of Certain Aspects of Southwestern Archaeological Theory and
Method
Leslie Spier Obituary
Letter to Editor, Daily Egyptian, 4/27/64
The Peopling of America: The Racial Origins of the American Indian
New Perspectives in Archaeology - Review
La Posicion Cultural de la Comarca Lagunera en el Norte de Mexico
The “Sharing Criterion” and the Concept of Culture
Suggestions for Changes in the Catalogue and Curriculum of the Department of
Anthropology - Mexico City College
Tethered Nomadism and Water Territoriality: An Hypothesis
Translation, Luis Pericot Garcia, Prehistoric Art, Spain, 30,000 Years Ago, 1964
or 1965, pp 1-68 (1 of 2)
Translation, Luis Pericot Garcia, Prehistoric Art, Spain, 30,000 Years Ago, 1964
or 1965, pp 69-121 (2 of 2)
Yale Anth. Club, 1939 or 40 - Notes
Box 68
Human Relations Area Files
Annual Meeting, 1960
Annual Meeting, 1961
Annual Meeting, 1962
Annual Meeting, 1963
Annual Meeting, 1964
Annual Meeting, 1965
Annual Meeting, 1966
Annual Meeting, 1967
Annual Meeting, 1968
Annual Meeting, 1969
Annual Meeting, 1970
Annual Meeting, 1971
Annual Meeting, 1972
Annual Meeting, 1973
Appendix B - Selected List of Important Uses of HRAF/Sample Records of Use of HRAF at Three Universities, 1963
Automated Bibliographic System (HABS)
Comparative Studies of Human Behavior
Correspondence

Box 69
Human Relations Area Files
Culture Unit Bibliography Program, April 11, 1972
Draft Proposals
Ethno-Bibliographic Project
Fall Meeting of the Executive Committee, 1970
Fall Meeting of the Executive Committee, 1972
Files which are Complete
International Relations Archive
Miscellaneous
Photograph Description Cards/Negative
Report of CFUT Salary and Promotions Committee
Semi-Annual Meeting, the Executive Committee, 1973
State University of New York at Buffalo (SUNYAB)
Suggestions on Visual Materials
Survey of File Use at Eight Member Universities
Tasks and Goals
Third Conference on Cross-Cultural Research
University of Southern California Library, Cataloging Project
World Ethnographic Sample/Key
Box 70
Master Maximum Method
CM-24
Charts - CM 24, 28, 68
CM-68 Templates, Misc. Information, etc.
Coahuila Caves, Holien Project, 1969
Distribution Sheet Overlays for Quantity Transcription
Distribution Worksheet Templates
First Program and Printout by Spielmacher
Graphics and Theory
MSS, Lafferty
Proposal Drafts, Revisions, Correspondence on Program Changes, etc.
Sample Worksheets
Theoretical Discussion of MM and MMD
Theory

Box 71
Writings by Others: MSS and Printed Material
Archaeological Inference and Inductive Confirmation - Bruce D. Smith
On the Archaeology of the Absurd and Green Slimy Frogs: A Plea for Civility and Mutual Respect - Richard Pailes
Archaeology of Verde Valley, AZ and Its Cultural Relations to Neighboring Areas - Schroeder, 1954
The Colorado Plateaus: Cultural Dynamics and Paleoenvironment – Science, 14 (September 1979)
The Dawn of Writing in the New World: Tokens and Trade in Poverty Point, Louisiana and Related Sites - Hyde and Folan, 1980
Havasupai-Cahonina Relationships in Grand Canyon - Robert C. Euler
The New Philosophy of Science and the New Archeology: Proposal for “a Study of the New Archaeology”- Lester E. Embree
The Obsidian Mining Complex at La Joya, Jalisco/Mining and Mineral Trade in Prehispanic Zacatecas - Weigand
Paradigms and the Nature of Change in American Archaeology – David J. Meltzer, 1979
Prospectus for a New College - Richard D. Stine, August 1973
The Temporal Placement of English Long Barrow Groups - R. B. Clay, May 1964
Typological Classification, Attribute Analysis, and Lithic Variability – R. Berle Clay
The Veliger, October 1, 1979
Yumans and Paiutes in the Protohistoric: Comments on Three Papers – Robert C. Euler
Box 72
Writings by Others: Beatriz M. Blance
The Origin and Development of the Early Bronze Age in the Iberian Peninsula, 1960, pp 1-183 (1 of 3)
The Origin and Development of the Early Bronze Age in the Iberian Peninsula, 1960, pp 184-410 (2 of 3)
The Origin and Development of the Early Bronze Age in the Iberian Peninsula, 1960, pp 411-Bibliography (3 of 3)

Box 73
Santa Fe Set and Miscellaneous
Curriculum Vitae and Bibliography
Data and Information Regarding the Empirical Tables
Empirical Tables - 1972 (2 folders)
Geologic Maps - Garnet Ridge, Boot Mesa, Agathla Peak, Monument Valley, AZ, and Master
Notes - Fabrics and Unidentified

Box 74
Tetavejo Cave: MSS
Art[i]factos de Hueso
Art[i]factos de Madera
Botanico
Ceramics
Clactonian Bulbs/Manos
Fibra
Introduction
Master Maximum Chart
PA Manos
PA-1 - Faceted Manos
PA-2 - Manos, both Faceted and Rounded
PA-3 - Manos with Rounded Use- Surfaces
PA-4 - Fragmentary Manos, Untypable
PA-5 - Mano-Like Stones of Uncertain Character
PB
PC- Projectile Points
PC-1 - La Palma Points
PC-2 (Descriptive Type)
PC-3 - Pintada Points
PC-4 - Escalante Points
PC-5 (Descriptive Type)
PC-6 - San Luis Points
PC-7 (Descriptive Type)
PC-8 - Tejunco Points
PC-9 (Descriptive Grouping)
PD - Edge Tools
Box 74 (continued)
Tetavejo Cave: MSS

PD-1 - Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1a - Oval Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1b - Triangular Bifacial Edge Tools with Straight Bases
  PD-1c - Long, Triangular Bifacial Edge Tools with Convex Bases
  PD-1d - Crude and Rough Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1e - Fragmentary Points of Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1f - Fragmentary Butts of Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1g - Fragmentary Mid-Sections of Bifacial Edge Tools
  PD-1h - Miscellaneous Bifacial Edge Tools

PD-2 - Unifacial Edge Tools
  PD-2a - Slightly Curved Side-Blades
  PD-2b - Strongly Curved Side-Blades
  PD-2c - Small, Wedge-Shaped Side Blades
  PD-2d - Beaked End- Blades
  PD-2e - Saw-Toothed Side-Blades
  PD-2f - Dentate Edge Tools
  PD-2g - Miscellaneous End-Blades
  PD-2h - Subtriangular Side-Blades
  PD-2i - Short-Edged End-Blades
  PD-2j - Small End-Blades
  PD-2k - Long Side-Blades
  PD-2l - Squarish End-Blades
  PD-2m - Small Side and End-Blades
  PD-2n - Battered Side-Blades
  PD-2o - Miscellaneous Unifacial Edge-Tools
  PD-2p - Fragmentary and Untypable Unifacial Edge Tools

PE - Drills
  PF - Concretions
  PG - Rubbing Stones
  PH - Lamellar Edge Tools
  PI - Utilized Flakes
  PJ - Flakes and Chips
  Shell

Box 75
Tetavejo Cave: Draft MSS

Bifacial Edge Tools
Bone
Botanical Materials
Ceramics
Choppers
Concretions
Cores
Deviations
Box 75 (continued)
Tetavejo Cave: Draft MSS
Drills
Fiber Artifacts
Flakes and Chips
Hammerstones
Introduction
Lamellar Edge Tools
Manos
Metates
Miscellaneous Lithic Items
Ornaments
Points
Rubbing Stones
Unifacial Tools
Utilized Flakes
Wooden Artifacts

Box 76
Tetavejo Cave: Misc. Material
Aprovechamiento Prehistorico de Conchas de Moluscos en Sonora, by Ignacio Ancona H. - Corrected
Aprovechamiento Prehistorico de Conchas de Moluscos en Sonora, by Ignacio Ancona H. - Original
Archaeological Survey Cards, Notes, Map
An Archaeological Survey of the Santa Cruz River Valley from the Headwaters to the Town of Tubac in Arizona, by Edward Bridge Danson
Block Distribution Histograms
Budget, Bills
Charts
Charts, Tables, Field Notes
Chicago Natural History Museum Bulletin, Maps, Related Information
Civilization through Tools/Field Notes Border Survey
Data
Day Book, Sonora, 1956
Day Book, Sonora, 1956/Accession Numbers and Site Descriptions
Diary, Sonora Trip, 1956

Box 77
Tetavejo Cave: Misc. Material
Drawings
Empirical Tables, Corrasable Paper, Corrected
Empirical Tables, Original
Field Notes
Field Notes, Tables
Field Notes, Tables, Charts, Histograms
Box 77 (continued)
Tetavejo Cave: Misc. Material
   Master Charts Type List
   Photographs, Negatives, Site Notes
   Site Section Plan
   Specimen Drawings
   Synthetic Tables
   Tables, Plan, Chart

Box 78
Tetavejo Cave
   Specimen Cards

Box 79
Tetavejo Cave
   Specimen Cards

Box 80
Coahuila: Printed Material
   The Archaeology of Moorehead Cave: Val Verde County, Texas
   Biological Survey of the Santa Rosa and Del Carmen Mountains of Northern Coahuila, Mexico
   Comments on Greer’s Review of Campbell’s “The Payaya Indians of Southern Texas” - Plains Anthropologist
   The Coprolites of Man - Scientific American
   Cuatro Cienagas de Carranza
   The Current Status of Paleoindian Studies in Southern Texas and Northeastern Mexico
   Early Human Occupations in South Central and Southwestern Texas: Preliminary Papers on the Baker Cave and St. Mary’s Hall Sites
   Hunters and Gatherers of the Rio Grande Plain and the Lower Coast of Texas
   An Initial Study of Blade Technology on the Central and Southern Texas Coast - Plains Anthropologist
   International Rivalry in the Northeastern New Spain, 1700-1725
   Lithic Traditions in Northwestern Mexico, Paleo-Indian to Chalchihuites

Box 81
Coahuila: Printed Material
   Mammals of Coahuila, Mexico
   Memoir of a Tour to Northern Mexico
   The Natural Introduction of Mollusca in Archaeological Sites: An Example from Southern Texas
   New Mexico Historical Review, January 1955
   Pollen Analysis of Prehistoric Human Feces from Mammoth Cave
   Prehistoric Diet in Southwest Texas: The Coprolite Evidence
Box 81 (continued)
Coahuila: Printed Material
  Preliminary Ecological Survey of the Northern Sierra del Carmen, Coahuila, Mexico
  Preliminary Report of an Ecological Survey of Big Bend National Park
  The Role of Coprolite Analysis in Archeology
  Simulating Overkill by Paleoindians
  Some Implications of Recent Excavations and Surveys in Nuevo Leon and Coahuila
  Texas Archeological Society - Bulletins, 1975, 1977

Box 82
Coahuila: Subject File
  Artifact Lists, palmer Collection
  Chihuahua, Photographs
  Color Drawings
  Correspondence, Mexican
  Correspondence - Topics: Field, Archives, Comparative Data, Assistance, etc.
  Data from Other Workers
  Diary, Jan-Apr 1958, Copy
  Drawings
  Emerson Collection
  Field Notes, 1948
  Field Supplies, Finances, Customs, Bills
  Mexican Officials
  Mexico Trip, 1950

Box 83
Coahuila: Subject File
  Newspaper Clipping
  Northern Mexico Archaeological Fund, 1945
  Note Cards
  Notes/JER Data/Aquatic and Semi-Aquatic Habitats
  Notes/Map
  Official Papers, Permits, etc., 1940-41
  Official Papers, Reconnaissance, 1947
  Oral and Written Papers on Coahuila
  Pictographs, Field Notes, 1937
  Palited Matting from Cave Sites in Coahuila, Mexico
  Proposed Reconnaissance, 1946
  Seminar, 1958
  Specimens, Drawings, Poster
  Survey Site List
  • See Also: Box 24 (Coahuila Projects, 1967-68)
Box 84
Coahuila: Identifications by Outside Experts
   Botanical Identification Lists and Data
   Miscellaneous
   Non-Cultural Experting, A-J
   Non-Cultural Experting, K-Z

Box 85
Coahuila: Empirical Tables
   CM-24
   CM-28
   CM-31
   CM-32, CM-32a
   CM-37
   CM-40, CM-41
   CM-41b-63
   CM-64
   CM-65-76
   CM-68
   CM-79
   CM-80-119
Data and Information

Box 86
Coahuila: Maps, Sites, Archival Data
   Archival Data
   Archival Sources
   The Chihuahuan Desert Discovery
   Coahuiltecan, Notes
   Documentary Sources, References, Data
   Itinerarios y Derroteros
   Language, Notes
   Leads to Sites
   Map Information
   Maps
   Smithsonian, Washington Official

Box 87
Coahuila: Diaries and Notebooks
   Avila, Jose Maria - Tres Dias de Paseo
   Coahuila Archives (2 folders)
   1937, Record
   1937, 1939, Site Book
   1939, Record
   1940-41, Expenses
   1940-41, Photographic Notebook
Box 88
Coahuila: Diaries and Notebooks
- 1940-41, Accession Book
- 1940-41, Day Book
- 1940-41, Diary
- 1946, Diary - Survey, U.S. National Museum, Northern Mexico Archaeological Fund
- 1947, Diary - Reconnaissance
- 1950-52, Pick-Up trip (1950)/Durango-Nasas Trip (1952)
- 1958, Diablo Dam-Coahuila, with Fco. Gonzalez Rul
- 1961, Mexico Trip
- See Also: Box 57 (1940-41- Coahuila Expedition, Diary)

Box 89
Coahuila: Profiles, Data, Field Notes, 1940-41
- Day Book, 1940-41, Carbon
- Diary, 1940-41, Carbon
- Equipment, Carbon
- Food Lists, Original
- L. Taylor’s Notes on Coahuila Sources, Carbon
- Negatives of Profiles
- Original Profiles and Plats - CM 28, 37, 56d, 64
- Original Profiles and Plats - CM 68
- Pay-Book, Carbon
- Photo Data, Original
- Profile Photostats - CM 24, 28, 37, 56d, 64, 68

Box 90
Coahuila: Correspondence
- Appeals for Funds
- Field and Laboratory Equipment
- Guides, Maps, Field Information
- Publications, Papers Given

Box 91
Coahuila: Neal Altman Material/MSS
- Neal Altman’s Correspondence
- Neal Altman’s Work, Summer 1978
- Notes and Related Material
- S-6, 7, 8 - Manos, Mano?, Metate
- S- 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 - Limestone Bar, Percussion Implement, Rubbing Stone, Chopper, Point Preparator
Box 92
Coahuila: Distribution Charts
- Bone
- Bone and Antler
- Bone Artifacts
- Botanical
- Coiled Basketry
- Crude Cordage
- Fiber, Not Checked
- Knots
- Matting
- Miscellaneous
- Misc. Fiber
- Nests, Caches, Ash Pits
- Netting
- Nopal Artifacts
- Presence-Absence Charts
- Regional Misc.
- Stonework
- Twining
- Twisted Cordage

Box 93
Coahuila: Stone Working Categorization
- All Stonework
- CM 24 - Stone
- CM 28 - Stone Charts
- CM 68
- Information, Notes
- MSS - CM 24, 28, 68
- MSS, Notes, Related Material
- Stone MSS - Data Sheets, Notes, Charts
- Stone Types

Box 94
Coahuila: Misc. Notes, Tables, Charts, CM 28, Photostats
- Botanical Charts
- CM 28 - Botanical Charts
- CM 28 - Misc. Charts
- CM 28 - MM Charts
- Data and Detail on Matting
- Dissertation Illustrations
-fiber Information
- Fire Rock, Hearts
- Lists, Table, Notes
Box 94 (continued)
Coahuila: Misc. Notes, Tables, Charts, CM 28, Photostats
   Original and Photostats of Textiles and Other Figures for Thesis, not Used in
   Book
   Photograph Information
   Search, USNM, 1972
   Type Lists
   Wood, Charts and Notes
   Worked “Bone” - Copy

Box 95
Coahuila: CM 68 Distribution Sheets
   All Stone by Material and Function
   All Wood by Material
   MM Charts
   MM Charts - Working Set
   Original Check Sheets
   Sandal Ties
   Sandal Ties - Not to Be Used
   Sandals
   Sandals, Ties
   Stone, Bifaces
   Stone - Manos and Metates
   Stone - Miscellaneous
   Stone - Points
   Stone - Rare Types
   Stone - Unifaces
   Tools?, Worked Wood
   Wood Remnants
   Wood - Weapons (?)
   Wood - Worked Garochas

Box 96
Coahuila: Charts and Empirical Tables
   Botanical Specimens
   CM 24 - A
   CM 24 - All Fiber and Misc.
   CM 24 - All Stonework and Misc.
   CM 24 - All Wood
   CM 24 - Bone
   CM 24 - Completed Distribution Worksheets
   CM 24 - Distribution Charts - Y-Z
   CM 24 - Fibre
   CM 24 - Original Profiles, Plats
   CM 24 - Sandals
   CM 24 - Twisted Cordage and Crude
Box 96 (continued)
Coahuila: Charts and Empirical Tables
  Plaiting, Twining, Coiling, Netting
  Stone - CM 24 - Bifaces
  Stone - CM 24 - Points
  Stone - CM 24 - Unifaces
  Stone - Unchecked
  (X) Specimens
  Y (Bone) - CM 24 - MM

Box 97
Coahuila: MSS
  S1 - Bifacial Artifacts - Copy 1
  S1 - Bifacial Artifacts - Copy 2
  S1 - Bifacial Artifacts - Original
  S2 - Unifacial Artifacts - Copy 1
  S2 - Unifacial Artifacts - Copy 2
  S2 - Unifacial Artifacts - Original
  S3 - Points - Copy
  S3 - Points - Original
  S4, 5 - Core, Drill - Original and Copy
  S14-19 - Ornament, Calcite, Residual, Painted Spall, Scratched Stone, Abraded Grooves - Original and Copy

Box 98
Coahuila: Empirical Tables
  Association Tables
  Association Tables to Be Photolithed
  CM-24
  CM-28
  CM-31 and 32
  CM-37
  CM-40-42, 44-50, 54-56
  CM-56d
  CM-57-59, 61-63
  CM-64
  CM-65
  CM-68
  CM-79
  Notes, Correspondence

Box 99
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
  Project 4008- Roll 1 (84A)- Exp. L, V, R, 10-95- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802- Spots- L-4-250, V-4-251, R-4-252
Box 100
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
Project 4008- Roll 1 (84B)- Exp. 36- 98L- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-394
Project 4008- Roll 1 (84B)- Exp. 36- 98R- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-396
Project 4008- Roll 1 (84B)- Exp. 36- 98V- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-395
Project 4008- Roll 1 (84B) and (85A)- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802

Box 101
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
Project 4008- Roll 1 (85A)- Exp. 1-117 L- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-400
Project 4008- Roll 1 (85A)- Exp. 1-117 RT- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-402
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86A)- Exp. 12-79 L- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-406
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86A)- Exp. 12-79 R- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-408

Box 102
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86A)- Exp. 12-79 V- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-407
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86B)- Exp. 1-73 LT- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-439
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86B)- Exp. 1-73 R- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-441
Project 4008- Roll 1 (86B)- Exp. 1-73 V- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-440

Box 103
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
Project 4008- Roll 2 (84)- Exp. 1-108 L- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-421
Project 4008- Roll 2 (84)- Exp. 1-108 R- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-423
Project 4008- Roll 2 (84)- Exp. 1-108 V- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-422
Project 4008- Roll 2 (84A)- Exp. 1-55 L- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802-Spot 4-448
Box 104
Coahuila: Aerial Photographs
   Project 4008- Roll 2 (84A)- Exp. 1-55 R- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802- Spot- 4-450
   Project 4008- Roll 2 (84A)- Exp. 1-55 V- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802- Spot- 4-449
   Project 4008- Roll (85A)- Leach- BFWO 571- CFL 7-11802 (2 folders)

Box 105
Coahuila: Field Photographs

Box 106
Coahuila, AZ, Personal, Miscellaneous: Photographs

Box 107
Coahuila: Photo Album

Box 108
Coahuila: Cards - Specimen

Box 109
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 110
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 111
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 112
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 113
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 114
Coahuila: Cards - Field Catalog

Box 115
Coahuila: Cards - Specimen Cross-Reference File
   Stonework

Box 116
Coahuila: Cards - Specimen Cross-Reference File
   Y (Zoological, Artifact) and Z (Zoological, Nonartifact)
Box 117
Coahuila: Cards - Specimen
   Specimen Cross-Reference, Notes, Bibliography
   Ocoletto Resin, Coahuila, 1953
   • See Also Box 126

Box 118
Coahuila: Cards - Full Specimen Description
   Wood

Box 119
Coahuila: Cards - Full Specimen Description
   Fiber

Box 120
Coahuila: Cards - Full Specimen Description
   Fiber

Box 121
Coahuila: Cards - Full Specimen Description
   CM 24 - SFW

Box 122
Miscellaneous Cards: Notes, Drawings and Bibliography
   Ceremonial Bar
   Hunting Ceremonialism
   Southeast Pottery

Box 123
Miscellaneous Cards: Annotated Bibliography of American Archaeology (Not Used in “A Study of Archaeology”)

Box 124
Miscellaneous Cards: Lyda Averill Taylor Note Cards on Southeast Indians

Box 125
Miscellaneous Cards: Annotated Bibliography Used for “A Study of Archaeology”
Box 126
Miscellaneous Cards: Bibliography, Notes and Sites
- Bronze Age
- C-14
- Coahuila
- Future of Archaeology, AAA 1971
- Hawaii
- Mesolithic
- Mexico, Texas, New Spain, Colonization
- Native American
- Neolithic
- Paleolithic

Box 127
Miscellaneous Cards: Trait List for Tribes in Northern Mexico

Box 128
Miscellaneous Cards: Trait List for Tribes in Northern Mexico
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